
Chris Santa Maria, PRESIDENT TRUMP (2016 &#8211; 2020), paper collage on canvas, 72 x 72 inchesAt eye level, artist Chris Santa Maria&#8217;s six-foot-high collage PRESIDENT TRUMP (2016-2020), currently on
view at Jim Kempner Fine Art in Manhattan, depicts a gargantuan figure hovering above a densely populated landscape. However, a closer look reveals thousands of individual photographs &#8212; some as small as
three-eighths of an inch &#8212; meticulously cut out from newspapers, magazines and internet print-outs in the last four years.Patches of orange-tinted skin, tiny puckering mouths, and eyes evocative of genitalia
crystallize into the immediately recognizable head of the giant. He floats in a galaxy of emojis, jungle animals, reclining nudes from famous paintings, and tabloid shots of pop culture figures, from Barack Obama to Kanye
West. Every element in the cacophonous scene, a hybrid of a Where&#8217;s Waldo puzzle and Hieronymus Bosch&#8217;s â€œGarden of Earthly Delights, has been culled from the unsettlingly familiar visual torrent of
Trump&#8217;s presidency.Â &nbsp;President Trump (2016-2020), detail.Santa Maria has been building up the work since 2016. Though he had always maintained a collage practice, he shifted away from his usual
formal concerns in the wake of the last election.After Trump won, it felt incredibly vapid to fuss over the arrangement of different yellows and blues and greens, he told Hyperallergic.Instead, Santa Maria began amassing
an archive of clips and cutouts related not only to the presidency, but to the disquieting nature of the media era it helped usher: a raucous, content-ridden world where last month&#8217;s news seems prehistoric; where
protest images and targeted ads sit side by side in an endless scroll.I remember reading an interview with Steve Bannon just after the election about how he managed his propagandistic disinformation campaign, and his
strategy was to flood the zone with shit, Santa Maria said. I realized then and there that that would be the aesthetic underpinning of my work.President Trump (2016-2020), detail.For inspiration, Santa Maria turned to art
history. The composition of the looming goliath, for instance, recalls The Colossus (ca. 1818-1825), a work traditionally attributed to Francisco de Goya that is thought to allegorize the Spanish War of Independence.The
Colossus (ca. 1818-1825), traditionally attributed to Francisco de Goya, oil on canvas, 45.6 x 41.3 inches, collection of the Prado Museum (via Wikimedia Commons)You&#8217;ve got a figure in Trump where
he&#8217;s a pathological narcissist, and he&#8217;s got to be in the media constantly, said Santa Maria. For him to be articulated as an all-devouring colossus that&#8217;s grabbing and smashing everything in his
path, that leaves nothing good or true or beautiful, that&#8217;s part of what the image I wanted to make.He also looked at Philip Guston&#8217;s painting San Clemente (1975), one of the artist&#8217;s many satirical
portraits of Richard Nixon. Guston illustrates the fallen president self-exiling to his beach villa in California after resigning in the wake of the Watergate scandal.In my work, Trump is surrounded by the pastoral landscape
of his golf courses, says Santa Maria. The collage splices photos of the president&#8217;s country clubs in Mar-a-Lago, Florida and Bedminster, New Jersey, with snippets of masterpieces by Bosch and Pieter Bruegel to
create a vast swath of green. This verdant expanse is peppered by all sorts of dystopian symbols, from Confederate flags to fighter jets to jars of prescription pill vials.At the top right corner of the canvas, a field of orange
evocative of Dante&#8217;s Inferno is scattered throughout with references to disastrous events &#8212; the coronavirus pandemic, the opioid crisis. It&#8217;s what has been left behind by his figure as he moves over
the landscape, Santa Maria says.President Trump (2016-2020), detail.In much of the work, Santa Maria cites highly specific moments from the recent history of the United States.There is aÂ photo of comedian Michelle
Wolf, for example, whose speech at the White House Correspondents&#8217; Dinner in 2018 lambasted the media on both sides of the aisle for their compulsive coverage of the Trump administration. Elsewhere, a
seemingly inane stock image of a half-avocado is a cheeky nod to the sinister viralÂ stereotype that millenials&#8217; financial troubles resultÂ from their overspending on luxurious food items. There are visuals that have
now become symbolic,Â like football players kneeling in protest of racist police violenceÂ and placards held up during the 2017 Woman&#8217;s March.A lot of these images seem disparate and disconnected &#8212;
there&#8217;s an image of Jessica Rabbit standing next to a cake that has a swastika on top of it, adds Santa Maria. But they collide and they collude in a way that I find is not too dissimilar from the way the real world
works, or at least the way it looks on your social media feed.Â President Trump (2016-2020), detail.One could spend hours picking out figures and moments from Santa Maria&#8217;s dizzying canvas. In fact, that may
be the artist&#8217;s intention.There&#8217;s so much that has happened, and I think our collective consciousness wants to bury these things and wants to forget that they took place, Santa Maria told Hyperallergic.
Even things that happened a month ago feel like years ago. The compression of time, all the scandals and terrible things &#8212; that&#8217;s part of what I want people to get when they look at it.PRESIDENT TRUMP
is on view at Jim Kempner Fine Art (501 W 23rd Street, Manhattan) through November 7, 2020.  A Kazak Fachralo rug, Southwest Caucasus, mid-19th century (all images courtesy of Sotheby&#8217;s)The Museum of
Islamic Art in Jerusalem (also known as the L.A. Mayer Institute for Islamic Art) has postponed an auction that was scheduled for today, October 27, at Sotheby&#8217;s in London, after facing backlash for its decision to
deaccession 255 items from its collection. The museum, which is currently closed due to a second COVID-19 lockdown in Israel, said that selling the items is necessary for its financial survival.In a statement on Monday,
Sotheby&#8217;s announced that the sale was postponed to November. The aim of these sales remains to safeguard and further the founding vision of the museum and to advance its work in fostering cross-cultural
dialogue and understanding, the statement said. Sothebyâ€™s looks forward to working with the museum to brings these plans to fruition in the near future.â€•The L.A. Mayer Museum for Islamic Art, which opened in
west Jerusalem in 1974, holds a collection of over 5,000 items. The 225 that were offered for sale include a 14th-century Mamluk Quran leaf, a 19th-century Kazak carpet, a 16th-century Andalusian mosaic pottery tile, a
collection of rare jewels, and other valued items.A large Qurâ€™an leaf in muhaqqaq script, Egypt, Mamluk, late 14th centuryNews about the proposed sale promoted the outcry of public figures in Israel, including the
country&#8217;s President Reuven Rivlin who asked the government to intervene in the sale. The assets have a deeper and more significant value than money, he said.The Israeli newspaper Haaretz reported today that
the country&#8217;s culture ministry had asked the museum to disclose documents about the ownership of the items in an attempt to prevent the sale. According to the report, the museum has not yet provided these
documents, saying that the foundation is the one that decided on the sale and it is the one that signed the contract with Sotheby&#8217;s.In an email to Hyperallergic today, Sotheby&#8217;s confirmed that the auction
was postponed further to discussions between the L.A Mayer museum and the Israeli Government.While many art world figures in Israel have chastised the museum for the planned deaccession, some have defended the
institution, pointing the blame toward Israeli authorities. With proper care, this sale could have been prevented, wrote Yehudit Kol Inbar, former director of the Museums DivisionÂ at the Yad-Vashem Holocaust History
Museum,Â in a column for Haaretz. Inbar called on the government and local authorities to increase support for struggling museums, adding, It&#8217;s easy and unprofessional to criticize museums like the Museum of
Islamic art that are asking to sell artwork to stay afloat.  William Camargo, We Gunna Have to Move Out Soon Fam! (2019), archival inkjet print (all images courtesy the artist)As some lament 2020 as a terrible year, others
point out that systemic inequities have been woven into much of American history long before. Social media and uprisings have put police brutality, climate change, and political corruption into high relief.Â Artist William
Camargo has also been pointing out that systemic racism and gentrification disproportionately affect communities of color â€” and often start at the local level. In realizing that these histories arenâ€™t taught at schools,
Camargo created a photo series centering the Brown community in Anaheim and Orange County, California.Â William Camargo: Origins &amp; Displacements is a two-part storefront window exhibition at the Grand
Central Art Center that continues the artistâ€™s photojournalistic work in its focus on communities of color. These photos, however, are the artistâ€™s move to insert himself into the canon of California photography,
inspired by an aesthetic similar to artists like Laura Aguilar. These photos are purposefully staged, each one in rhythm with the other, prominently featuring Camargo in each frame.Camargo tells Hyperallergic that he uses
himself as â€œa marker or a kind of substitute for the pastâ€• and the people whose stories often go untold â€” â€œthe people that live here and who also worked in the field and who worked making the city what it is
today.â€•Â Orange County has a deeply racist and troubling past: in the 1920s, the KKK had an enormous presence, hosting meetings of thousands of people in Anaheim. In â€œDamn I Canâ€™t Go On This Side of the
Park?â€• Camargo alludes to this history, standing with a sign obscuring his face and torso that reads â€œThis Park Used to Be Segregated.â€• The OC Weekly, which Camargo referenced for these pieces, reports that
Pearson Park â€œonce kept Mexicans penned up in a segregated section of the park.â€• Bodies like his would not have been welcome in the park in relatively recent times.Â William Camargo, Damn I Canâ€™t Go On
This Side of the Park? (2020), archival inkjet printâ€œDamn, Four of Them Got Elected?!â€• shows Camargo in front of City Hall holding a sign that reads â€œIn 1924 Four Klan Members Were Elected To The Anaheim
City Council.â€• Although these images draw from historical moments, they collapse the past and present through the artistâ€™s interventions. During a time when the racism and political connections of board members,
candidates, and other authorities are being called out, the photograph feels chillingly relevant.Â William Camargo, Damn, Four of Them Got Elected?! (2020), archival inkjet printEssential workers are highlighted as well,
with pieces like â€œDid yaâ€™ll forget we worked here?â€• â€” a photo that features a woman in front of the Sunkist Anaheim Packing House. While Camargo expects some pushback from officials and people in the
area as he brings up these histories, heâ€™s also been carrying this knowledge to schools in the hopes of creating a ripple effect.Camargo asks: â€œWhat could be done when we do know the history â€” and how does
that help improve situations to communities of color?â€•Â William Camargo, Yaâ€™ll Forgot We Worked Here? (2020)William Camargo: Origins &amp; Displacements continues at the storefront windows of CSUF Grand
Central Art Center (GCAC) (125 N Broadway, Santa Ana, California) and Muzeo Museum &amp; Cultural Center (241 S Anaheim Blvd, Anaheim, California) through December 31.Â Camargo will be doing a performance
at GCAC on Saturday, November 7 at 4pm (PST). It will be available for live, virtual viewing; check @begovichgallery for updates. Camargo will also be in conversation with Paul Mpagi Sepuya on December 5 at 11am
(PST). You can access the virtual webinar here.  The Mariah App, an augmented reality phone application created by artists Adam DelMarcelle and Heather Snyder Quinn to highlight the Mertropiliation Museum of
Art&#8217;s ties with the Sackler family (images courtesy the artists)Last week, New York University (NYU) became the latest institution to remove the Sackler name from one of its buildings. The decision followed a
controversial settlement in which Purdue Pharma, theÂ maker of OxyContin founded by members of the Sackler family, agreed to plead guilty to federal criminal charges.Â The family also accepted a $225 million civil
settlement with families of victims of opioid addiction.Over the past few decades, the Sacklers have gifted millions t
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